
 

  

PRACTICAL TASKS 
Managing the Revision Process 

Regina Y. Favors, Online Lessons Developer, Favors Writing Center 
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Managing for Use of Supporting Evidence 
This lesson module explores practical tasks for managing the revision process in first-year 

composition courses. It reviews feedback comments and revision considerations. The lesson 

focuses primarily on revising for use of supporting evidence within the second draft. It explores 

creating and managing transitions within the composition paper. 
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Practical Tasks  
 

Overview 

 

The feedback comments within this lesson module fall under the second draft process for 

supporting evidence. Students often write without planning. Students may also write with some 

form of planning. However, it is hard to prepare for those areas of the paper that require 

additional planning and preparation.  

 

Understanding a literary work requires more than a skim of the passage. You must read the work 

for understanding. When an instructor writes “Point’s Don’t Connect,” this means that 

development of content needs to reflect better preparation. In the same way that you create a 

prep statement for a quote, integrate the quote, and then follow up the quote with commentary 

and/or analysis, an idea that you pose within your paper needs the same preparation and 

foresight. Developing the content for your paper based on a topic idea requires skill. The 

development of writing skill always requires further attention on the literary work, the writing 

strategy, and the adherence to the assignment. 

 

Revising a second draft will require returning to review the assignment sheet/instructions, 

reviewing the instructor’s feedback, and deciding when and what to delete to make the paper and 

the ideas within it effective. This lesson module is an extended discussion for revising supporting 

evidence.  

 

Consider the feedback comments within this practical task lesson as useful for honing your 

ability and skill to create and manage transitions appropriate and accurately within the second 

draft.  

 

 

Learning Objectives 

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to do the following: 

• Review the second draft for issues with use of supporting evidence. 

• Review the second draft for issues with transitions.  

• Apply the instructor’s feedback 

• Design a revision plan. 

 

 

Feedback Comments 

 

The following represent feedback comments in this lesson module: 

 

• Fluid 

• Follow-Up/Follow-Through (Good/Perfect) 

• Good Job 

• Good Observation 
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• Good Point 

• Good Point/Clearly Stated 

• Good Timing 

• Nice/Nicely Done 

• Not Clear 

• Points Don’t Connect 

• Very Nicely Done 

 

 

 

Tools You Will Need 

 

You will need your second draft (graded/not graded, in progress). 

You will need circled, highlighted, or squared any area where transition is a problem. 

Instructor feedback 
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2.60. Fluid 
 

What does it mean to have fluid writing? What does it mean to write fluidly? What does it mean 

to you, in terms of your writing, to receive a comment from your professor that your writing is 

fluid? To answer these questions, we must work backwards before we can develop a definition 

and provide examples for this comment.  

 

Water is fluid. Anything liquid is fluid, for that matter. Brokers can turn stocks into liquid by 

cashing them in for an equal, greater, or lesser value. When something melts, it becomes fluid.  

This is a discussion on a general level. Let us go further to provide an additional explanation.  

 

For something to be fluid it cannot be solid. It cannot demonstrate complete unity. Whatever is 

fluid must be the opposite of solid. When something is solid, the something is characterized by 

having no pauses or interruptions. If something is fluid, then the something has pauses or 

interruptions.  

 

Therefore, whatever is fluid has no form. It is not strong and/or dependable. It flows. Under these 

conditions, the something can move, change, and experience pauses and interruptions. Although 

fluid may move and experience pauses and interruptions, it does all these things without 

separating under pressure completely. In contrast, anything solid, when under pressure, 

separates. Something in its solid form can change shape by turning into liquid under even fewer 

extreme conditions.  

 

Let us go further.  

 

To separate means to disunite, to become disengaged. In other words, to disunite means to 

become distinct from what is characterized as a whole, to be set apart from, to dissociate or 

become disconnected. Now let us return to our questions and add in a few more elements.  

 

 What does it mean to write fluidly?  

 What does it mean to write in such a way that my ideas do not keep to a solid form and 

do not show complete unity? 

 What does it mean to write in such a way that my paper as a whole is characterized by 

having pauses and interruptions, rapid changes, and an unfixed shape? 

 What does it mean to write in such a way that my ideas flow and are able to move without 

separating under pressure?  

 What does it mean to write in such a way that my ideas flow and are able to move without 

becoming disconnected from the whole?  

 

These are the definitions of what it means to write fluidly. If you have received this comment on 

a paper, it appears that the comment is positive. In some ways it can be positive, for water does 

flow. However, if you look up the definition for “fluid,” you will see that there are some areas of 

the definition that may be less than satisfactory.  

 

Fluid writing is characterized as the ability of the writer to make ideas flow and move without 

separating under pressure, without becoming disconnected from the whole. This is the part that 
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contributes to the overall development of the essay. On the other hand, fluid writing is also 

writing where the ideas do not keep to a solid, stable form. There is no unity. Much of the whole 

presentation is filled with pauses, interruptions, rapid changes, and an unfixed (unsettled), 

restless shape. Receiving this comment may involve one or both definitions. Be sure to ask your 

professor what he or she means by the comment before assuming that your contribution 

represents considerable (noteworthy) effort. 

 

 

2.61. Follow-Up/Follow-Through (Good/Perfect) 
 

You have undoubtedly read the areas of the site where we express the importance of setting 

goals, enduring them, and reaching completion. When you sit down to draft a paper, you are 

setting a goal to finish. You endure the heartache of producing ideas with how to structure the 

paper and with using support. However, there is one goal you do not have the option of setting: 

the goal of incorporating a quote to meet the course requirement.  

 

Typically, your professor will direct you to locate and examine evidence from the course 

textbook to support your claims, and if the evidence is in the form of a quote, incorporate the 

quote. Your professor has added an additional requirement to your initial goal. Not only must 

you create a thesis, but also you must develop an analysis and incorporate quotes to support your 

claim. The original goal you set now has conditions. You will have to base your “finish” on fully 

meeting the requirements of the essay prompt. In other words, you will have to examine the 

prompt to make sure your paper reflects the instruction on which it is based.  

 

Students develop the habit of incorporating a quote and sometimes offer a few sentences just 

before the quote, but they do not follow through or add an extended explanation on how the 

quote relates to the overall scheme of their papers. Quotes are not fillers. They serve a purpose 

within your essays. You must determine what purpose the quote will have between two 

sentences. In other words, you must prepare the reader for the quote; this is sentence number 

one. After you insert the quote, you must then follow up and define its significance within the 

body paragraph; this is sentence number two. By inserting “before and after” sentences, you 

ensure that you have addressed this element within your paper. Remember that you determine all 

the elements that will be a part of your paper. Every element such as an example or a quote is 

foreign; it is an enemy until you make it a friend.  

 

When you are introducing the quote, if the quote supports your claims, identify the quote as a 

friend immediately. However, if the ideas within the quote do not support your claims, then 

identify the author’s beliefs as foreign. For example, if your claim is “All dogs are nice,” then 

you must make certain that you locate and incorporate those quotes to support this claim. You 

would not use a quote from an author that states, “All dogs are nice, if they lick your face” to 

support your claims. This author believes one thing and you believe another. Of course, you may 

use the quote within your essay to highlight different belief systems, but just be sure to identify 

the quote as opposing your own claims.  
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Your prep sentence must directly relate to the quote you are incorporating. What this means is 

you must understand what the quote signifies or suggests before you use it. Analyze each quote 

before incorporating it into your essay. Take the quote, separate its parts, and evaluate each part. 

A quote such as “All dogs are nice, if they lick your face” is two-part. The first part is “All dogs 

are nice.” The second part is “All dogs are nice, if they lick your face.”  

 

The first part is a general statement about all dogs. The quote does not provide information about 

a specific dog. The second part represents a conditional statement. These are all the dogs that are 

both nice and lick your face. When providing an example for the second quote, it is possible to 

include a specific dog here. You can make the point that mean dogs are not nice and therefore do 

not lick your face. This will allow you to provide a list of non-mean dogs that are, by default, 

nice. The list of mean dogs will serve as a contrast.  

 

Once you have developed a prep sentence and incorporated the appropriate quote, you must now 

provide a “follow-up.” The follow-up statement is an extended analysis of the quote itself.  

 

That is why it is important to know and understand all the parts of a quote because there are 

often at least two. Do not just use the follow-up statement to summarize the quote or what you 

have written before it. Instead use the statement that follows as an opportunity to reason 

logically. Do not push the boundaries too far because you might lose your reader. Bring in an 

example of a nice dog in comparison to a mean dog. In one to four sentences, compare their 

histories.  

 

Nice Dog A is the type of dog that will greet you at the door. On the other hand, Mean 

Dog A is of the type that will bark louder than Nice Dog A. I could get Nice Dog A to lick 

my face before the other one would.  

 

This is a simple illustration, but it is effective for this comment.  

 

Just remember that you should not use the follow-up statements only to summarize the quote. 

After explaining the quote, use a follow-up statement to analyze ideas housed within the quote.  

 

The following excerpt represents an example of how to provide a follow-up statement after 

incorporating a quote. 
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Sample Excerpt 

 

The reason why the masses are followers and not leaders is 

because leaders can promote teamwork. A leader offers the 

concept of togetherness and the illusion of a man-to-man tie.  

Moscovici contends that the masses are unable to exercise 

political power, nor do they have the ability to change the world 

or run the state: they have neither the ability to reason nor the gift 

of self-discipline necessary for survival and culture, for they are 

to a high degree the slaves of momentary impulse and susceptible 

to the influence of anyone. . . . (27) The masses are seen as 

collective and not as individual. When the individuality is lost, 

the masses forget their own interests and accept common desires, 

or desires told to them that seem appropriate for all.   
Figure 36: Essay Excerpt on the “Mass-Man,” Ortega Y. Gasset 

 

 

Always remember that quotes need both a prep statement and a 

follow-up statement to be useful in your paper. Do not leave them 

alone and hope the read will just figure it out. Make the 

connections. Make the transition between ideas clear.  

 

2.62. Good Job 
 

A professor typically writes “Good Job” after reading the entire 

paper; he or she places the comment at the top left or right corner 

of the first page of your paper.  

 

When professors use this comment as a grading tool, they are 

making a general assessment about your effort. In other words, 

“Good Job” means you have done your job, nothing more. You 

have answered the essay prompt, but you really have not 

enlightened the professor. Your paper lacks fresh and latest ideas.  

 

Your ideas are representative of what is already a part of the 

canon. In other words, they fit into the overall scheme of what 

critics have said already about the work you are analyzing. You 

did a decent job of just interpreting and synthesizing the 

information. 

 

Remember professors expect you to use the canon. They expect 

you to complete the assignment. However, you must also go 

beyond just fulfilling the standard. Your analysis at both junior 

and senior college levels should reflect advanced critical thinking. 

If you are still composing the basic five-paragraph essay and 

nothing more, then you are stuck on the fundamentals.  

Comment 

The student does a good job 

of providing a follow-up to 

the quote. It is not enough to 

just provide a few sentences 

after a quote. It is always 

important to finish that part 

of a discussion central to 

your argument. 

This is follow-up. This 

represents analysis. The 

student focuses on the quote, 

its elements, structure, 

impact, and contribution to 

other paragraphs and to the 

paper. The analysis 

sentences represent an 

interpretation of the quote. 

In other words, the student 

completes the goal of 

explicating the quote before 

moving on to other areas. 
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Revision Consideration 

 

The best methods for either correcting or preventing “Good Job” from affecting your confidence 

are to 1) always first talk to your professor about the comment on your paper. Ask your professor 

about how you can improve, about gaps in your understanding of the level in which you are 

writing, and about the purpose and nature of “critical writing”; and 2) during the revision phase, 

for paragraphs that you are particularly having trouble with analyzing, cut and paste the 

paragraphs into another Microsoft Word document, create a two-column table, place a paragraph 

in the left side column; and then in the right column, ask questions about what you have written. 

Answer each question you ask. Evaluate your own answers and offer insight about the author’s 

ideas and what they mean in terms of contemporary thinking on the topic.  

 

Although you are still outlining the canon, your additional assessments represent critical 

thinking, nonetheless. As you think about what you believe and understand, develop your 

assessments so they reflect a third-person point of view, which is an objective observation. Your 

purpose is to be insightful and show the professor another side of a character in addition to the 

one he or she already knows. When you have done this, you will have moved from “Good Job” 

to “Good Insight,” on the road to “Good Discussion,” “1.6. Strong Effort,” and “2.67. Nicely 

Done.”  

 

The best way to get better at analysis is to continue critically thinking and to keep asking 

questions. Put yourself in that character’s place and then also be judgmental as possible. This 

will set you on the path to developing a stronger analysis.  

 

The feedback comments referenced in blue are housed under the “First Draft” tab. 

 

2.63. Good Observation 
 

Based upon entries within the World English Dictionary, there are four major types of 

“observations.”  

 

The first type represents the “act of observing.” This is “observation” defined in its basic, 

physical sense.  

 

The second definition refers to scientific activities; in this context, observation refers to “facts 

learned from observing.” Scientists who conduct lab experiments will produce a report of their 

observations concerning a particular scientific phenomenon.  

 

The last two definitions refer to writing activities. Within the context of writing, the term 

“observation” refers to “comment, remark” and “detailed examination.”  

 

Understanding the meaning of a term is important. When you receive the comment “Good 

Observation,” you need to know to what the professor is referring. You know for certain that 

your professor is not referring to the first two definitions unless you are drafting an essay for a 

science class. Therefore, you can conclude that your professor must be referring to the last two 
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definitions. Since this is the case, to which of the two does “Good Observation” apply? Before 

reading the rest of this entry, locate the comment on your paper and determine if it is near a 

particular sentence or a major body paragraph. This will help you understand the explanation for 

the comment more fully.  

 

“Good Observation” may fall under one or two of the definitions.  

 

For example, if the comment is 1) near a particular sentence, this means that of all the sentences 

you have written this one sentence provides more insight about the example, topic, or quote. 

Your insight might highlight something different or something that the professor has not thought 

about concerning the literary work or the topic. In other words, the observation is unique. In this 

instance, your observation is an objective comment based solely on logic and deductive 

reasoning.  

 

On the other hand, if the comment “Good Observation” is 2) near a full body paragraph, then it 

refers to the fourth definition of observation, which is “detailed examination.” In this case, your 

observation represents a patient exploration of the ideas expressed within the literary work. What 

does this mean?  

 

First, you explain concepts and ideas the author expresses. In other words, you do not just insert 

a quote, but you provide a follow-up analysis of the author’s viewpoints. Second, you develop 

and present the information logically. This is what we mean by “patient exploration.” You do not 

suffer the reader to misunderstand your points of view. Last, you set reasonable boundaries. In 

other words, you know that you cannot discuss the world in one body paragraph. Therefore, you 

only include ideas that are relevant to the work and to proving your claims and that also provide 

insight to stir the professor’s and reader’s interests in the topic. “Good Observation” within the 

context of these two examples represents positive replies to your essay. 

 

“Good Observation” may also imply a negative reply depending upon the goals of your professor 

for the class. For example, if you only provide one good observation throughout the whole essay, 

then your professor can accuse you of not fully exploring the topic as in the case of the remark 

placed near a line and/or a body paragraph. Your professor may not say this to you aloud, but 

you have done the minimum required for the assignment. You have not fully explored the theme, 

example, quote, idea, issue, and/or problem within your essay. In other words, you could say 

much more, but you do not. Because you have not fully explored the topic, this either means that 

you do not know how to discuss, examine, and evaluate, or you know how. If you know how to 

explore a topic, but you do not fulfill the requirement, then your professor may use “Good 

Observation” as a negative reply to prompt you to reach higher than satisfactory.  

 

It is not always easy to know if you have truly covered every base within your analysis. 

However, there are times when you know with certainty that you have not allowed enough time 

to meet the writing requirement. If you do not know how to explore a topic, then here are some 

tips and questions to consider as you develop your analysis.  
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 First, look for contradictions in a character’s “character.” A character is never perfect. 

Evaluate the character considering how he or she interacts with others in the story to 

locate the flaws.  

 Second, describe the kinds of relationships the main character has with other characters. 

Stories are always filled with relationships. The main character is in relationship with 

someone in the story. What is that relationship? Is the main character dependent upon a 

secondary character? What are the conflicts between characters?  

 Last, bring in historical context and explain how the past influences or contributes to the 

attitude of the main character within the story. What is the character’s environment? Who 

affects the character’s attitude within this environment?  

 

 

By answering these questions and implementing one or more of these tips, you will ensure that 

you not only meet the requirement, but also fully explore the topic.  

 

Remember always to do what your professor requires you to do. On a basic level, you must 

ensure your paper reflects the instruction on which it is based. On another level, allow sufficient 

time for providing good observations that include detailed examinations of the topic, not just 

mere comments or remarks.  

 

For extended explanations, see also the comments “2.62. Good Job,” “10.2. Well Done!” and 

“10.3. Well Written & Researched.” The comments “6.2. Right” and “6.3. Right/On the Right 

Path” are also great comments to review. The latter group of feedback comments are housed 

under the “Revising Topic Sentences” and “Revision Conclusion” tabs, respectively. 

 

2.64. Good Point 
 

See the comment “6.2. Right” and/or “6.3. Right/On The Right Path.”  These are housed under 

the “Revision Topic Sentences” tab. 

 

2.65. Good Point/Clearly Stated 
 

See the comment “6.2. Right” and/or “6.3. Right/On The Right Path.”  These are housed under 

the “Revision Topic Sentences” tab. 

 

2.66. Good Timing 
 

You have heard this from a driver to the other passengers in the car: “We’re making good time.”  

 

Everyone in the car understands that if an event is scheduled to start at 8:00 p.m., when the 

driver makes the above statement at 7:50 p.m., there is still hope of arriving on time. “On time” 

means before and up to 8:00 p.m.  
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When your professor reads your paper, he or she will always want 

you to get to the point accurately and efficiently. It is 

understandable that sometimes you may need to prep a quote or an 

example. The topic sentence of a body paragraph may need two 

additional sentences just before you move further into the analysis.  

 

However, this is not the only thing that is important. As you draft a 

paper, it is always important to remember your thesis, your purpose 

for outlining the ideas within your paper. When you continue to 

present your perspectives with more examples and subsequent 

paragraphs (along with the perspectives of other primary and 

secondary sources), and you cause the professor to remember an 

important point so much to the point that if you do not reiterate the 

significance of a major theme within an author’s work your 

professor will not believe you have a firm grasp of the reading, then 

your professor considers the point you make to reflect “good 

timing.”  

 

Just as John (the driver) keeps a constant eye on his watch to make 

sure that he and his fellow companions arrive at least by 7:50 p.m. 

and any other minutes before 8:00 p.m., your professor also keeps a 

constant eye on your understanding of how your thesis fits into 

every example and of how you connect your thesis with the ideas of 

the author you are discussing. In other words, to present just the 

information without connecting ideas and perspectives does not 

demonstrate your ability to synthesize information.  

 

Specifically, to present examples and/or quotes without tying them 

into your thesis also does not reflect an ability on your part to 

synthesize. Synthesizing your analysis means piecing together essay 

parts and elements with the purpose and intention of forming a 

whole. The following excerpt represents a good example of how the 

student pieces together and offers a perspective about the author’s 

ideas. Let us examine the excerpt. 

 

 

Sample Excerpt 

 

Several critics support Gasset’s assertion. They prove with their 

examples, observations, and careful analysis the validity of 

Gassett’s view. Serge Moscovici’s “The Age of the Crowd” looks at 

the crowd, or mass, as a social animal breaking its leash:  “the 

masses are like a heap of bricks without course or mortar, liable to 

collapse at the first hint of bad weather, since there is nothing to 

hold them together” (5). This view is based upon the masses being 

followers and not leaders and it falls under the concept of mass 

Comment 

Timing: the pace of various 

scenes 

First, “Good Timing” is 

represented in the student’s 

forethought in providing a 

definition for “mass 

psychology.” 

Second, in the professor’s 

mind, this is a recall of a 

previous idea about Gasset’s 

assertion of the nature of the 

mass-man as a follower and 

not a leader, but the only 

difference here is that the 

student has tied the idea to 

another secondary source. In 

other words, the thesis and 

this theme of the mass-man 

as a follower are equally 

considerable and applicable 

in another example/context. 
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psychology. Mass psychology is one of two human sciences that has left its mark in history. The 

term crowd, or mass, was first recognized during the French Revolution, but it wasn’t until the 

twentieth century that the term was given definition, scientifically collective. 
Figure 37: Essay Excerpt on Ortega Y. Gasset 

 

 

Timing within the context of the above excerpt relates to “follow-up” and “follow-through.” 

Refer to “2.61. Follow-Up/Follow-Through (Good/Perfect)” for an extended explanation. 

 

 

2.67. Nice/Nicely Done 
 

“Nice” and “Nicely Done” are affirmative replies.  

 

For example, a professor may use “Nice” to refer to a specific paragraph or idea you express 

within your paper or to point out that your analysis reflects connected ideas. The same professor 

may write “Nicely Done” after reading the entire paper.  

 

Typically, you will see the affirmation at the end on the last page or sometimes on the first page 

near the top left corner. The choice of location is subject to the professor’s discretion. These are 

general definitions of these comments.  

 

On another level, professors may use the comments for one of two reasons: 1) to highlight those 

areas of your analysis that are pleasing to the eye or 2) to call attention to the skill you have in 

terms of presenting information on the page.  

 

In terms of the first reason, a paper filled with gaps, illogical structure, mismatched chronology, 

unsupported thesis, and irrelevant quotes is not a paper that is pleasing to the eye. When we use 

the word “eye,” we are referring to sight in terms of the physical sense and vision in terms of the 

word discernment.  

 

The thesis represents your vision for the paper, how you view the topic. The examples and 

evidence you use must support this vision. The structure you adopt must serve to present the 

vision clearly. Therefore, when you construct a paper in the beginning with a vision but fail to 

follow through with the vision to the very end, then your professor will accuse you of not 

understanding the direction in which you want to take your paper.  

 

In other words, you do not understand how to present, support, and evaluate the topic using the 

thesis as a guide. On the other hand, when you properly construct a paper that includes a 

definable thesis (vision), supported claims, logical analysis, and balanced view, you have created 

a product that is pleasing to the eye. Under these conditions, the comment “Nice” means 

“delightful read.” 

 

In terms of the second reason, developing an analysis requires great skill. The ability to position 

the right quote to support a topic sentence is characteristic of a student who understands both the 

purpose of incorporating quotes and the purpose of the author. Understanding the purpose of the 
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author means understanding his thesis, or what he believes. You cannot incorporate a quote into 

your analysis unless you understand the views of the author.  

 

For example, if you want to use a literary critic within the analysis of your essay, you must 

review his purpose for evaluating the literary work. Once you locate the critic’s thesis, then you 

must also search the text to find topic sentences he uses to support his claims. Remember that the 

author of a literary work is not in the business of persuading you, but the literary critic’s 

objective is to convince you that his claim or thesis may be applicable to the author’s work. Once 

you locate the topic sentences, you must also review the critic’s examples, which are the tools he 

uses to support his claims even further. Your task after this is to develop a one-page outline of 

the critic’s views given time constraints. 

 

Once you finish with the critic, go back to the literary work, which is the basis of your paper. 

Review the introduction, body paragraphs, and conclusion of the work. Consider the following 

questions in your assessment: 

 

• What is the main theme of the work?  

• In other words, the work is about what?  

• Who is the main character?  

• What are the main relationships of the story?  

• What are the main events?  

 

From this information, the next task is to develop a brief outline and include reference numbers 

to the text. When you can answer these questions, you have developed a good understanding of 

the work. Now you must bring together your  

 

1) prep statements,  

2) the quote you want to use from the literary work,  

3) follow-up statements where you evaluate the quote,  

4) the literary critic’s view about the quote and/or event in the story you highlight, and a  

5) follow-up analysis of all these elements. The sixth element is  

6) skill.  

 

Using skill to combine all these elements requires diligence, patience, and an ability to discern 

the best method for presenting information accurately, cohesively, and logically.  

 

Details are important. Giving attention to them is equally important. A detail consists of specific 

information about a particular thing, person, place, or idea. A detail is a noun. Within each quote 

you use there is present detail, a piece of information specific to the context of the quote. For 

example, through the literary work, the author provides ample details about characters, 

relationships, and contexts. In addition, the literary critic uses the medium of criticism to 

highlight details about the author’s work; the critic focuses on a key aspect that he feels is a 

problem with the literary work and analyzes it using one or more schools of literary thought such 

as “Cultural Studies,” “Marxism,” “Postmodernism,” and/or “Reader-response Criticism.”  
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Moreover, as students you use your prep statements and analysis to offer details concerning the 

author’s work. Therefore, aligning the details is an ability you need, because including specific 

information about the literary work brings focus to your essay.  

 

You also need patience, which you must demonstrate during the process of developing an 

analysis. For example, aligning the details requires great patience, because you must ensure that 

the detail in your prep statement corresponds appropriately to the author’s detail. Once you have 

finished incorporating the quote, you must then evaluate it and provide the same detail again. In 

other words, you cannot begin focusing on one detail with your prep statement, incorporating a 

quote to support your claim, and then evaluating it with another detail. During the process of 

incorporating and evaluating the quote, you must stay on the path of your prep statement in the 

same way that every sentence within your body paragraph must stay on the path of the main 

topic sentence.  

 

You will have to exercise additional patience when incorporating a literary critic’s view about 

the author’s work. What this means is if you want to use any quote from that critic’s work as 

supporting evidence within your essay, then you will have to locate the detail suitable for 

proving your case. Aligning the details becomes even more important here because now you 

have the details from your prep statement, from the author’s work, and the literary critic’s view 

to bring together for the purpose of presenting the information on the page accurately, 

cohesively, and logically.  

 

Discerning how to present information under these conditions is important because each element 

of your paper must fit into a whole. This is what arranging elements cohesively means. When 

you align the details, you fulfill the accuracy requirement, by default. However, when you align 

the details, you still need to ensure that what you present on the page is cohesive and logical.  

 

This is where the revision process comes in because before you can move on to another section 

of your paper, you may have to rearrange information. You want each element of a body 

paragraph to serve a purpose whether the purpose is to inform, persuade, and/or support. For 

example, if you are using a quote within a body paragraph, it is likely that you are using the 

quote as supporting evidence from the literary work.  

 

However, when you use a prep statement before the quote, it is likely that you are using that 

statement to persuade the reader. That is why before you can rearrange information, you must 

understand the purpose of each sentence you use. This will help you to rearrange the information 

so that it is cohesive. When you arrange elements cohesively, you arrange them under one 

central idea, theme, example, detail, viewpoint, and/or literary thought.  

 

In our example, when we align the details of our sentences within the body paragraph, we are in 

fact arranging elements cohesively. Each element falls under a central detail. This simplifies the 

revision process because when you revise this group of sentences, you will do so with the central 

detail in mind.  

 

Once you have arranged the elements cohesively, then you must perform one last step, which 

requires you to revise for logic. Revising for logic includes first examining the sentences for 
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keywords. If you use keywords such as “inference,” “allude,” “denote,” “connote,” then you 

must ensure that the sentences you include within your paper reflect the definitions of these 

words. For example, according to a standard dictionary, the term “inference” means the process 

of deriving logical consequences from a set of assumed premises. In simple terms, there is a 

higher certainty that the conclusions we draw derive from the premises we assume in the 

beginning. The term is interchangeable with “deductive argument,” which means that we have 

all that we need to reach a conclusion from what is present in the premises.  

 

Therefore, when using “infer,” “we can infer,” “it is inferred,” “we can deduce,” or “the 

argument infers,” make certain that the conclusions you draw derive from the initial statements 

(premises) you make just before the conclusion. The best method for revising sentences that do 

not appear logical on the page is to start with the conclusion and then work your way backward.  

 

After this check to be certain that what you say in the conclusion is present in the few statements 

that precede it. Under all these conditions, “Nice” refers to how skillfully (delightfully) you 

present the information on the page. However, “Nicely Done” refers to how logically you present 

the information in terms of both cohesiveness and accuracy.  

 

For an extended explanation of deductive reasoning, see also the comment “2.28. Logic and 

Articulation.” It is a separately titled practical task under the “Second Draft” tab.  

 

2.68. Not Clear 
 

When something is not clear, it represents confusion to the reader. The thing may be an idea, 

point, discussion, or any related essay part. In this sense, the thing lacks definition, boundaries, 

and a clearly definable path. 

 

Think about a window that you have not cleaned for a long time. There is dirt, dust, and dried 

rain on the window. If you look out of the window from any direction, you will say, “Oh, it’s 

cloudy today. It looks like it’s going to rain.” However, when you walk outside, it is sunny. 

There is no essence of rain because it rained two weeks ago. What you see on the window from 

inside the home are remains of what happened some time ago. You just have not cleaned the 

window in a while. You are confused about the reality of the day because of the haziness and dirt 

on the window. 

 

When your professor examines (looks through the window) a point you are making in your paper 

and that point does not provide clear, verifiable information, all the professor sees is haziness. 

You have not cleaned the point. The point lacks the definition necessary to be useful to the rest 

of the sentences. The point is confusing. For example, the professor thinks that a point you make 

is in reference to one thing, but, in fact, the point represents something else entirely different.  

 

The best solution to making a point clearer is to remove all the haziness. Clean it up by removing 

irrelevant information. In addition, leave no room for ambiguity for your professor or for any 

reader to interpret two meanings evoked from your point. Never let your reader think that there is 
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more to a point than what you have already presented as is on the 

page. If there is more to the point, then make it your objective to 

include the necessary, relevant information.  

 

 

2.69. Points Don’t Connect 
 

Spouses connect. People connect. Friends connect. Parents and 

children connect. Why do all these people connect? In other words, 

what is the connection between their connectedness? What connects 

each person with the other?  

 

If people can connect, then so can ideas and concepts. The sample 

excerpt demonstrates that the writer has not connected one idea with 

another. Instead of providing a typical explanation for this 

comment, it is more efficient to ask questions as indicated in the 

side bar. The questions will represent the explanation. Read the 

sample excerpt. Evaluate the questions considering the excerpt.  

 

 

Sample Excerpt 

 

Nelly’s guesses about Catherine leave a lot of unanswered 

questions. Both Nelly’s and Catherine’s vision of the afterlife are 

contrary. Nelly wonders where Catherine is (after death), but then 

concludes that the latter is at peace, where God holds her spirit in a 

life of no bounds and love coupled with sympathy and joy to the 

fullest. The narrator asserts that the body of Catherine is in 

tranquility. But Nelly misquotes Catherine’s vision. The reader 

remembers the words of Catherine such as “ ‘ . . . incomparably 

beyond, and above us all,’ and these lead her [Nelly] to the 

conclusion that her ‘spirit is at home with God.’  However, we 

remember Cathy’s vision of the afterlife was ambiguous. She 

desired escape into that glorious world, but claimed that she would 

‘not be at peace’ until Heathcliff joined her in death” (Marsh 16). 
Figure 38: Essay Excerpt on Nelly and Catherine, Wuthering Heights  

 

 

  

Critique 

1) What are the unanswered 

questions? (“A lot” is 

informal. Use “much” 

instead.) 

2) Is each woman’s vision of 

the afterlife contrary to 

Nelly’s, or is this the 

perception of the reader? 

3) What is contrary about 

the visions? If Nelly 

misquotes Catherine’s 

vision, where does the 

contrariness derive? 

4) Why is the narrator 

asserting? Where is the in-

text evidence of this? 

5) Is the reader a character in 

the story? 6) How was 

Catherine’s vision of the 

afterlife ambiguous? 
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Here are some questions to consider regarding this excerpt.  

 

 What is the connection between Nelly and Catherine? Who is Nelly to Catherine? Who is 

Catherine to Nelly? Why does the author group them together?  

 What is Nelly’s vision of the afterlife? What is Catherine’s vision of the afterlife? How 

can two visions be contrary one to the other? How does the text juxtapose their visions? 

In what context is there present this type of juxtaposition? 

 Do their visions of the afterlife represent their belief systems, or did they just have a 

vision of the afterlife? 

 How does “God” figure into their visions of the afterlife? Does their belief in God or their 

reference to God connect Nelly and Catherine in any way? 

 Who is the narrator? What function does the narrator have in Nelly’s relationship to 

Catherine? What function does the narrator have in Catherine’s relationship to Nelly? Is 

the narrator a silent observer or is the narrator a character in the story? 

 Is the reader a character in the story or is the reader a silent observer? What is the 

connection between the reader and the narrator? What are their roles? What is the link 

between them both? 

 Who is Heathcliff? What is his connection to Nelly? What is his connection to Catherine? 

What is his connection to both Nelly’s and Catherine’s vision of the afterlife? Does 

Heathcliff have a vision of the afterlife? If so, is his vision different from both Nelly’s 

and Catherine’s vision? 

 

A reader, another writer, and your professor should not finish reading your paper still in doubt 

about your purpose for writing and about why you have drafted the paper.  

 

The best way to correct this problem is to annotate your own paper by asking as many questions 

as you can for every paragraph. You can correct some ideas when you are just missing a few 

elements. However, in the case of the sample excerpt, the writer is missing too much 

information. The student either 1) makes points that appear not to have relevance and/or a 

connection to another point or the student just 2) makes one point, then another, and then another 

without connecting any of the points. As a solution, by comparing, determine the points at which 

ideas link and at which ideas do not link. In this case, the points represent examples. 

 

 

2.70. Very Nicely Done 
 

This comment represents an affirmative reply typically written after the final reading of your 

paper.  

 

“Very Nicely Done” is a comment professors use when they are eager about the ideas you 

express within the paper and how you present those ideas.  

 

For an extended explanation, see the comment “2.67. Nice/Nicely Done!”  
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